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ABSTRACT: Most of the techniques used for micro and nano-patterning currently are of high quality and reproducibility, but they

require expensive equipment and involve many time-consuming steps to achieve the desired results. We herein report a patterning

method of conducting layers on breathable substrates using a fast, simple, and mask-less laser engraving technique. A resolution in

the range of 30 lm has been successfully achieved in this report. The method is fast and the pattern can be easily changed or rede-

signed within a few minutes. The patterning time for a 25 cm2 sample is approximately 3 minutes. In comparison, patterning a sam-

ple of the same size using photolithography requires up to 4 hours. In this manuscript, we describe the laser patterning process, how

to improve the patterning resolution, the calibration steps involved as well as an application for organic electrochemical transistors as

gas sensors for detecting oxygen or sulphur dioxide. VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2015, 132, 42359.
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INTRODUCTION

Micro-patterning plays an important role in nowadays’ electron-

ics. The manufacturing process has to be fast, cheap, simple,

efficient and scalable. Organic electrochemical transistor

(OECT) is one of the electronic components that uses micro-

patterning. The most common process used to pattern OECT is

photolithography (e.g., shadow mask patterning procedure)

which requires expensive machines, is time consuming and

involves many complicated processing steps.1–3 The first expense

in mask patterning is that the mask has to be designed and

manufactured before patterning can even start. Developing fast

and robust routes to produce patterns of electrically conducting

materials on various isolating substrates has been an ongoing

area of research for decades and is providing the “baseline” for

all produced electrical and electronic circuits. The use of laser

equipment to cut and engrave materials is well established and

used extensively throughout a wide range of industries.4–12 The

resolution of the resulting pattern is dependent on the quality

of the laser engraver and is adjustable by following the parame-

ters from the calibration. The particular “delicate” substrate

used in the current manuscript is a porous breathable mem-

brane based on polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) which was suc-

cessfully used in previous studies to implement a three phase

interface concept to breathe gases in as well as out of the

electrochemical cells.13–16 The electrochemical reactions occur at

the point of contact between the gas, the poly (3,4-ethylene-

dioxythiophene) (PEDOT) electrode and the electrolyte. In the

reports mentioned above,13–16 the electrochemical detection

occurred using a conventional three electrode electrochemical

set-up. For the present study, the porous PTFE substrate is used

to breathe in the gases for the OECT gas sensor set-up.

Conducting polymers (CPs) have proved to be great candidates

for OECTs,17–19 where traditional silicon or copper circuits are

replaced with its organic counterparts. CPs bring many advan-

tages, the main being they are easy and cheap to manufacture

and their properties can be tunable. Also, they are flexible and

hence can be used in flexible or wearable devices20–22 and have

a better interface with biological materials and living cells.18,23,24

The CP used in this report was PEDOT, an intrinsically conduc-

tive polymer, favored for electrochemical applications due to its

relative stability and high conductivity.13,25–27 There are several

approaches to the manufacture of CP layers28–31 and it is appre-

ciated that the ones used in this report are not the only

possibilities.

The laser patterning approach was further investigated to pat-

tern other conducting layers such as metals and graphene which

have been deposited on the flexible/porous substrates. For

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article.
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cutting or engraving materials such as metals, often high laser

power is required. This causes a potential problem to the use of

laser techniques to produce conducting patterns on flexible

and/or polymeric substrates as the high power laser could read-

ily cut through the substrate while removing the metal layer.

However, with careful adjustments of laser parameters from the

calibration curve as shown in this manuscript, we found the use

of CPs as a sacrificial layer to pattern metals using laser engrav-

ing technique.

In this manuscript, we report for the first time a micro-

patterning method for conducting layers on breathable substrate

using laser engraving technique. CPs, metals on the sacrificial

CP layer and graphene on non-conducting/porous/flexible sub-

strates were successfully laser-etched. The calibration of the

power and speed of the laser beam was performed and used to

minimize the heat-affected zone (HAZ). OECTs were then fabri-

cated using the laser engraving technique and were used in a

gas sensor application.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Substrate used was ePTFE (GORE-TEX
VR

), and will be referred

to as Gore-Tex throughout the manuscript, for all conducting

materials. Conducting materials used were vapour phase poly-

merized (VPP) PEDOT, VPP thiophene, graphene (see deposi-

tion sections below) and thin gold layer (�50 nm) sputter-

coated on VPP PEDOT.

Vapour Phase Polymerization of CPs

2,20-Bithiophene (BTh) and 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene

(EDOT) were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. Ferric p-toluenesulfo-

nate (Fe(III)PTS) in 40% butanol was obtained from YACOO

Chemical Reagent. All materials were used without further puri-

fication. For vapor phase polymerization,13,32 Fe(III)PTS solu-

tion was spin-coated onto the desired substrate using a Laurell

spin-coater at 1500 RPM for 30 sec. A closed chamber with

monomer and the oxidant coated sample was placed in the

oven at 708C. The polymerization time was 1 hour for poly(-

thiophene) and 30 min for PEDOT. Polymerized films were left

to cool down to room temperature, rinsed carefully with etha-

nol, and kept in ethanol for about 12 hours. The films were

rinsed with ethanol and left to dry overnight at room condition

before use.

Graphene Deposition

Colloidal graphene was synthesized by chemical reduction of

graphene oxide as reported by Li et al.33 Colloidal graphene

thickness after casting on Si wafer was measured using AFM to

be 1 nm.33 Maleic anhydride was plasma polymerized onto

Gore-Tex substrate to induce desired surface functional groups

and wettability. Graphene was deposited using Layer by Layer

(LbL) method.34 Polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH,

Mw 5 70,000 g/mol) and polystyrenesulfonate, sodium salt

(NaPSS Mw 5 70,000 g/mol) were used as polyelectrolytes in

0.5M NaCl solutions with 0.9 mg/mL and 1 mg/mL concentra-

tion, respectively. Polyanionic and polycationic solution (with

graphene) were deposited for 20 min, followed by DI water

wash for 10 min. After three bilayer deposition the substrate

was heat treated to 1508C for 120 min to achieve better

conductivity.

Patterning Procedure

Pattern design was performed using AutoCAD software. A Versa

Laser 3.50 laser engraver was used to pattern the material accord-

ing to the designs. The laser used in the engraving process was a

CO2 laser with a wavelength of 10.6 lm and a nominal power of

40 W. Laser power and patterning speed was adjusted depending

on conducting layer thickness and substrates used. Resolution

can be adjusted using previously made calibration curves, where

resolution is basically size of HAZ. After loading the desired pat-

tern, manufacturing was started. More information regarding

pattern preparation can be found in Supporting Information Fig-

ure S1. Patterning time is dependent on the speed, size of the

area and pattern complexity. Patterning of 5 3 5 cm area nor-

mally takes a couple of minutes. Prepared sample can be washed

in distilled water or ethanol to remove impurities produced dur-

ing patterning process; however most of engraving machines

have built-in exhaust system which efficiently removes dust pro-

duced during the process.

Laser Calibration

The depth of the lasered patterns was measured using Veeco

Dektak 150 stylus profilometer and the HAZ size was estimated

from microscopic images taken on a Nikon Eclipse ME600

microscope equipped with PixeLink PL-A662 CMOS camera.

Transistor Characterization

“Dog bone” transistor architecture was patterned on flexible

Gore-Tex substrate. 0.1M sodium chloride (NaCl) was used as

the electrolyte. The small PEDOT strip was used as a source-

drain channel and big PEDOT strip as a gate electrode. Transis-

tor characteristics were measured using a Keithley 2612A

Sourcemeter and customized Labview software. I-V characteris-

tics were performed by sweeping source-drain voltage and meas-

uring corresponding current. Voltage was swept from 0 to

20.6V with voltage step of 0.1V. This procedure has been

repeated for different gate electrode voltages, starting from 0V

and going up to 0.7V with 0.1V voltage step. Time characteris-

tics measurement was also carried out using a Keithley 2612A

Sourcemeter, the drain-source voltage was kept at 20.5V, while

a square voltage pulse for duration of 10 sec was applied to the

gate, allowing 10 sec recovery periods. The gate voltage was

stepped from 0.1 to 0.8V with 0.1V intervals. The experiments

were performed under open-air condition.

Gas Sensing Set-Up and Procedures

As shown in Figure 5b, the gas sensing set-up consists of N2

purging chamber (top), electrolyte/PEDOT electrode chamber

(middle) and variable gas chamber (bottom). N2 was purged

through the electrolyte to get rid of any possible influence

from oxygen. The bottom chamber for oxygen testing was

purged with 0 (pure N2), 21 (air) and 100% oxygen gas

whereas for SO2 testing it was purged with 0, 0.8, 4.1, and 8.1

% SO2 gas produced from chemical reaction between

sodium metabisulfite (Na2S2O5) and HCl (see more detail in SI

Figure S4) with N2 as the carrier gas. To clean up the cell and

recover PEDOT, N2 was purged thoroughly for several minutes

between each measurement. The other parameters for OECT
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set-up were the same as described in “Transistor Character-

ization” section.

Electron Microscopy

SEM images were obtained using JEOL 7100F Field Emission

Gun Scanning Electron Microscope at 5 kV. Experiments were

performed on gold sputter-coated samples.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The method described below uses a subtractive non-contact

manufacturing technique, where material is removed in a con-

trolled manner i.e. a polymer layer is exposed to a laser beam

and is precisely removed following a given pattern. The steps

involved in manufacturing of the desired pattern are shown in

Figure 1. First, the surface of the substrate was coated with the

desired polymer. Although a wide range of different substrate

materials with different degree of flexibility including hard and

relatively brittle materials like ceramics and glass, through to

polymeric substrates such as Kapton, Mylar, PES and PVC, to

membranes based on ePTFE can generally be used, only a

breathable membrane based on ePTFE (Gore-Tex) is the focus

of this report. Methods of deposition of the conductive layer

can differ, depending on personal preferences or application

needs. The three most commonly used techniques for deposi-

tion of CPs are chemical vapor deposition (including vapor

phase polymerization), electro-polymerization or solution cast-

ing. All three techniques have been proven to be suitable for

the described patterning method. The substrate with the depos-

ited layer of CP was then exposed to the laser beam

and removed following previously designed pattern. More

information on pattern preparation can be found in Support-

ing Information Figures S1 and S2. Patterned samples can be

rinsed with a solvent such as ethanol to remove dust and later

dried, or can be used straight away. The resolution and speed

of the laser patterning strongly depends on the quality of the

laser equipment. The laser engraver used in this work is in the

$10,000 range where the resolution as low as 30 lm can be

achieved with a patterning speed approximately 10 cm2/min.

This is thus leaving scope for significant improvement in both

resolution and speed with more advanced engraver equipment.

The described technique provides a fast and easy way for proto-

typing, giving complete flexibility regarding the substrate, con-

ducting material as well as the pattern itself. Figure 2 shows

“dog bone” transistor architecture manufactured from PEDOT

on Gore-Tex using the described technique [Figure 2(a)], SEM

image of PEDOT on Gore-Tex [Figure 2(b)] and its cross sec-

tion [Figure 2(c)] with three distinguishable areas. The upper

section of Figure 2(b) shows Gore-Tex substrate, while lower

section is PEDOT coated Gore-Tex. The middle section is the

transitional area (HAZ) between PEDOT coated Gore-Tex and

Gore-Tex, which is basically burned and carbonized material

from the decomposition of PEDOT. This transitional section is

the result of heat convection in the material.

Figure 3 is an example of calibration parameters obtained for

PEDOT layer on theGore-Tex substrate. Similar calibration for

poly(thiophene) on Gore-Tex can be found in Supporting Infor-

mation Figure S3.

Using the calibration parameters, laser etching of PEDOT on

Gore-Tex membrane was performed and the results are shown

Figure 1. Schematics of patterning process for CPs on different substrates using laser engraving technology. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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in Figure 2 as aforementioned. HAZ is not exposed directly to the

laser beam, but it is affected (damaged) by the absorbed heat [Fig-

ure 3(a)]. The heat from the laser etching process and subsequent

re-cooling causes this unwanted change in polymer-substrate

interfaces as seen in Figure 2(c) that the Gore-Tex was deformed

and the pores collapsed. The thermal diffusivity of both the sub-

strate and patterning material play a large role in the HAZ size.

However, due to bigger volume of substrate material compared to

the volume of conducting layer, thermal diffusivity of the substrate

material is considered more important. If thermal diffusivity is

high, the material cooling rate is high, and the HAZ is relatively

small. On the other hand, a low thermal diffusivity leads to slower

cooling and a larger size of the heat-affected zone. The amount of

heat introduced by the laser plays an important role in the pro-

cess; high heat input is related to increase in HAZ size [Figure

3(c)]. The heat input (Q) is depending on the laser power as well

as the speed of whereby the laser is moved and can be calculated

using the following formula.35,36

Q5
P360

S31000

� �
3g (1)

where Q is the heat input (kJ/mm), P is the laser power (W), S

is the etching speed (mm/min.) and g is efficiency. The effi-

ciency is dependent on the gas medium the laser beam travels

through, distance between laser unit and the sample, scattering

on the surface of the samples, laser wavelength relative to the

absorption of the material being etched, working mode—pulsed

or continuous, as well as few other parameters. The laser used

in this study was a CO2 laser with a wavelength of 943 cm21,

which is overlapping with the absorption of the CAS vibration

in PEDOT.32 Normally, the efficiency factor for metal welding

or metal cutting procedures is measurable and well estab-

lished.37 The efficiency value used was based on what is found

and used for metallic materials as the materials used in the

manuscript are also conducting materials with high heat dissi-

pation similar to metals. Efficiency value used for the presented

method is 0.95 for all materials reported in this paper.

With careful adjustment of the parameters such as laser power

[Figure 3(b,c)] and engraving speed and mode [Figure 3(d)],

laser etching process can give a highly concentrated, relatively

uniform and limited amount of heat, resulting in a small HAZ.

The data collection is done by varying laser power and the

speed; and measuring corresponding pattern depth [Figure

3(b)] and HAZ [Figure 3(c)]. The gathered data is then plotted

and the fitted and calibration curves can be used to find the

right laser parameters for desired thickness of the conductive

layer and desired quality/pattern resolution. It has to be noted

that calibration curves are specific for conductive layer–substrate

combination. Changing either substrate or conductor will

require laser recalibration and subsequent curve fitting. This is

due to change in heat dissipation between the two materials.

Figure 2. Images of PEDOT coated Gore-Tex and Gore-Tex: (a) Image of the “dog bone” PEDOT transistors patterned on Gore-Tex, (b) SEM image of

the patterned transistor showing Gore-Tex (top), HAZ (middle) and PEDOT on Gore-Tex (bottom) layers, (c) Cross-sectional SEM image of the laser-

etched PEDOT coated on Gore-Tex with visible HAZ, (d) bare, untreated Gore-Tex, (e) Gore-Tex membrane with deposited PEDOT, (f) Gore-Tex where

PEDOT has been removed using laser engraving technique. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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SEM cross section [Figure 2(c)] shows how precisely the pat-

terned material can be removed from the sample without caus-

ing damage to the substrate material. This is very important

when substrate material plays a functional role, like Gore-Tex in

Figure 2 being a breathable porous membrane. The total thick-

ness of the Gore-Tex membrane used is around 78 lm, while

thickness of the PEDOT coated area is about 13 lm (calculated

from the calibration curve [Figure 3(b)], the Q used was about

0.0012 kJ/mm to etch 13 lm) and the thickness of the Gore-

Tex membrane after etching is about 64 lm. PEDOT has been

removed without affecting the membrane structure and hence

the breathing function of the membrane. SEM images of

untreated Gore-Tex and Gore-Tex after laser etching are shown

in Figure 2(d) and 2f confirming Gore-Tex structure and poros-

ity are not changed by the laser, while PEDOT layer is

completely removed. Image of PEDOT coated Gore-Tex

[Figure 2(e)] is also provided as a reference.

Patterning of conducting layers on porous breathable substrate

was further extended to patterning of metals and graphene.

Creating patterns in gold, platinum and several other metals,

can be a challenge due to their mechanical properties, rough-

ness, and light scattering and light reflection on the surface.

Fast heat dissipation and processability of the material can be

additional issues. With carefully chosen laser parameters, we

have shown that these issues can be overcome when laser pat-

terning metals on breathable substrate. A thin layer of gold or

platinum (�50 nm) was sputtered on top of a PEDOT sacrifi-

cial layer. When the laser beam hit the metal layer this heats

up the underlying, highly thermally conducting PEDOT, which

is then removed (sublimed) due to the heat as it cannot

Figure 3. Calibration parameters for PEDOT layer on Gore-Tex substrate, (a) Schematic of PEDOT laser patterning with distinguished laser beam and

HAZ, (b) Calibration of the laser power for different conducting layer thicknesses, (c) Size of the HAZ versus laser power. (d) Patterning time versus

patterning speed for 25 cm2, point-by-point method (bottom red trace), line-by-line (middle blue trace), concentric method (top green trace) (see more

information on patterning preparation in Figure S1). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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transfer the heat fast enough to the membrane (low thermal

conductivity) material.30 The metal layer was removed together

with sacrificial PEDOT and the desired shape of highly con-

ductive circuits was formed as shown in Figure 4(a). This can

find application where layers with high electrical conductivity

are required.

Figure 4. Various conducting materials patterned using the laser engraving technique (a) Gold “dog bone” transistor architecture patterned on flexible

Gore-Tex substrate using PEDOT as sacrificial layer (b) Graphene “dog bone” transistor architecture on glass and (c) graphene capacitor patterned on

Gore-Tex substrate. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 5. PEDOT OECT schematic and results. (a) schematic of OECT set-up and working principle, (b) semi-opened OECT/gas sensing cell set-up, (c)

Transistor I-V output characteristics (operated in air) for gate voltage varying from 0 (top curve) to 10.7 V (bottom curve) with a step of 0.1 V, (d)

Time characteristics (operated in air), where black line is a drain current and grey line is a gate voltage characteristics. [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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The developed patterning procedure is also found to be useful

for prototyping graphene circuits, where graphene is deposited

via chemical reduction of graphene oxide33 and later removed

with the laser, forming desired circuit pattern [Figure 4(b,c)].

This is a novel graphene patterning technique. Previously devel-

oped graphene patterning method38 uses reverse - additive

approach where graphene oxide is reduced while forming pat-

terns. Investigation on the use of metals or graphene conductive

pattern on breathable substrate is underway and will be

reported elsewhere.

PEDOT transistors (OECTs) on Gore-Tex, patterned using the

laser engraving technique, were then characterized. Figure 5(a)

depicts PEDOT OECT set-up and its brief working principle

(for more detail on device set-up description and measuring

procedure please see Experimental section). The channel [the

thinner strip of the dog bone in Figure 5(a)] width was

0.2 mm and the channel length where it is exposed to the elec-

trolyte was 5 mm. The whole length of the dog bone was

18 mm. The OECT and gas sensing set-up as the whole cell is

shown in Figure 5(b). The transistor performance tests are

shown in Figure 5(c) and 5d below. Both I-V characteristics

and time characteristics of the laser-etched transistor are com-

parable in terms of electrical performance and signal amplifica-

tion ability to similar devices reported elsewhere fabricated by

photolithography39,40 indicating that the laser patterning

method is not influencing the transistor performance. Maxi-

mum transconductance value in neutral pH electrolyte was 63

mS (equals to 315 mS/mm normalized to the channel width, at

the gate voltage of 0.3V for a 0.5V drain voltage) which is rela-

tively high compared to the typical values obtained from

PEDOT based OECTs.41,42

It is notable that the reduction of oxygen is occurring on the

channel electrode. At less negative drain potentials (from ca.

20.15V and higher) the OECT is operating outside the poten-

tial range where oxygen reduction occurs and thus the drain

current is not depending on the oxygen content before a suffi-

cient negative drain potential is reached. Therefore, there was

no observable difference in drain current at less negative drain

voltage.

PEDOT OECTs were then used as gas sensors. A cross section

of the sealed gas-sensing cell is shown in Figure 6(a) below. Gas

flows through the Gore-Tex membrane from the back side of

the PEDOT-coated Gore-Tex electrode and nitrogen was purged

on the PEDOT side to maintain “zero” oxygen level on the elec-

trolyte side. Here, the performance of the critical three phase

interface [electrolyte/PEDOT/gas - red circle in Figure 6(a)] was

tested in a configuration where the OECT is used as gas-sensor

where a gas (oxygen or SO2) is participating in a redox reaction

on the PEDOT source/drain material and thereby contributes to

the drain current. Various contents of oxygen or SO2 gas were

exposed to the Gore-Tex membrane side and the resulting drain

current [Figure 6(b,c), respectively] measured at a fixed gate

voltage. Preliminary gas sensing results indicated that the

PEDOT coated Gore-Tex OECTs are working as gas sensors

where the demonstrated sensing range of PEDOT OECT sensors

was 0–100% for oxygen and 0.8–8.1% for SO2. For oxygen

Figure 6. Gas sensing. (a) cross section of sealed gas sensing cell, (b) changes in drain current from drain potential sweep at various oxygen contents,

(c) changes in drain current from drain potential sweep at various SO2 contents. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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sensors, multiple devices from different polymerisation batches

(n 5 3) were tested and the deviation of the results are within

the range of 637% RSD. However, the SO2 gas sensing has

been performed based on a single device. This shows that the

desired diffusion of gas through the membrane to the three

phase interface was successful using the laser patterning tech-

nique i.e. not blocking the membrane structure.

The sensing mechanism is believed to be as follows. The gas

sensing relies on PEDOT’s ability to electrochemically reduce

oxygen and oxidize SO2 in the potential range where the OECT

can operate. For the SO2 sensor the oxidation reaction takes

place on the gate electrode, where a positive potential is applied.

This leads to an increased gate-current, which is being amplified

by an increase in current of the channel electrode. The oxygen

reduction is, in the reported configuration, occurring on the

channel electrode where the presence of oxygen allows the

PEDOT to remain in a relatively more oxidized (and thereby

more conducting) state compare to the situation without pres-

ence of oxygen.43

As shown above, a procedure was developed for fabrication of

OECTs on flexible and porous substrates for sensors. The gas

can be purged directly into the cheap breathable OECT set-up

for analysis rather than using expensive and high maintenance

instruments such as gas chromatography or other spectroscopic

methods. Potential applications include a much wider range of

possibilities, for example, miniaturizing CP based electrodes for

sensing applications. One example is to make a compact alcohol

vapor sensor previously developed for bulk testing.16

The obtained three phase interface has been used in an OECT

configuration in this report but the concept is surely not limited

to this type of gas sensing device.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown a fast and efficient way of manufacturing dif-

ferent CP patterns on a very porous and flexible substrate and

demonstrated their use for OECT gas-sensing applications. Pat-

terning that doesn’t require expensive shadow masks and has

flexibility of pattern adjustment in AutoCAD or other software,

as demonstrated in this report, is a great advantage especially

for rapid prototyping. This method has also proven to be effi-

cient for patterning metal layers (gold, silver, platinum, etc.)

where the CP serves as a sacrificial layer. Improving the resolu-

tion to industrial standards of around 10 lm is of great inter-

est and the work to follow up and improve the technique is

underway.
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